



Easy Tubular Net 
 BEGINNER FRIENDLY PATTERN 

Materials Needed: 

1. Needle onto about 4ft of Fireline:

          2 A, 1 B x 3 sets


2. Leave about a 3 inch tail thread, and 
needle through all the beads again in the 
same direction, to form a ring.


Exit the first accent color bead (B)


3. Add 2A, 1B, 2A and go through the next 
B in the original ring.


Repeat step 3, going into the next B from 
the original ring. This will be the repeating 
bead stitch for most of the project.


4. Repeat Step 3 again and this time, STEP-
UP through the first three beads added in 
the row, so the needle exits the first accent 
bead added in this row.


1 2 colors of same size seed beads 3 Scissors

A=Main Color    B=Accent Color

2 Fireline or other beading thread 4 Beading Needle
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5. Stepping up means you are ready to start 
the next row. Repeat step 3, adding beads 
between each alternate color point 2x, and 
the third time is the new step up. The Step-
up will rotate around the circle every row.


The beads will begin to cup upward and stat 
forming the rope shape.


6. Continue working in this method for the 
desired length of the  piece.


After several rows, the side of the rope will 
look like a series of diamond shapes. 


Adding Interest: 



Lay the rope flat and count the number of 
Accent beads in one line. This will give you 
accurate spacing if adding an accent stripe/
section by flipping the main/accent colors.


Adding a Clasp: 
You can use many different types of clasps 
and endings to this type of rope. For 
beginners, simply stitch through the last 3Bs  
to form a tight point, and add a little loop of 
seed beads.  Attach a clasp directly to this 
loop, or use a jump ring.


With any remaining thread, go back through 
the beadwork and tie several small hitch-
knots in hidden locations before clipping 
threads.  


Check out out YouTube video series on Netting! 

ARCABEADIES @bead_addict for new designs, 
schedules, and kits! Join us on the FaceBook 
beaders’ forum “Bead Buddies! 

AGREEMENT:  
Patterns are copy-written materials which remain the 
intellectual property of the designer.  Purchase is for 
individual use ad does not constitute authorization to 
teach, mass-produce, manufacture, or distribute the 
design to others without written consent. (c) 2020 
Arcabeadies Designs
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